
PRESS RELEASE ON THE INITIATIVE "NEW DEAL FOR EUROPE".

The  European  Committee  “New Deal  for  Europe”  -  the  European  Citizens’  Initiative 
(E.C.I.) who  asks the European Commission to launch a “European  special plan for a 
sustainable  development  and  employment”  -  has  invited  the  Members  of  the 
European Parliament  to create a networking group, that is an informal  group designed to 
support in the Parliament the goals of “New Deal for Europe”. 

Further to the initiative of Barbara Spinelli  and other members of the EP (Elly Schlein, 
Fernando  Lopez  Aguilar,  Dario  Tamburrano)  a  meeting  has  been  held  on  Tuesday, 
November  11  in  Brussels  in  the  premises  of  the  European  Parliament   with  several 
members of the promoters  of the aforementioned  E.C.I.

The  meeting  resulted  in  a  broad convergence of  views  on  the  political  and economic 
necessity  that the EU can implement quickly a genuine European program of investments 
(public and private) which allows  getting Europe out of this persistent economic recession 
and significantly reducing the current 26 million unemployed.

Consequently, the group calls on and appeals the other colleagues EP (and through it the 
European Commission)  in  order that  the plan announced by President Juncker  before 
Christmas includes a "policy mix "of ambitious measures, not limited to reuse the existing 
resources, but emerges also new and additional “EU own resources", aimed to stimulate 
job-creating investments at a European level.

More specifically, the group believes that the Juncker plan should not be limited to propose 
the reuse of funding from the Structural Funds and the granting of new funding from the 
EIB, because the first ones  are devoted to finance mostly "micro-projects" that create few 
new jobs, while the second ones require, in general, a national co-financing that several  
Member States are not able to assume under penalty to exceed the 3% of the GDP.

Accordingly, Juncker Plan should envisage the use of new “EU own resources”, starting,  at 
a short term, with the tax on the financial transactions (FTT), of which part of the proceeds 
should be paid directly to the EU budget, as a genuine European tax, instead of feeding 
improperly  the  national  budgets.  A  further  step   forward  can  be  represented by  the 
introduction of the ‘carbon tax’, to favor the reduction of CO2, fight the global warming 
and push the European economic system in the direction of sustainable choices.

Without  immediate  new  EU  own  resources  the  Juncker  plan  runs  the  risk  to  be  not 
consistent with its goal, that is getting  Europe out of the economic crisis and reducing  the 
unemployment. 

In the alternative it should include at least the use of other financial instruments already 
outlined by the European Commission in  its  document called "Blueprint"  of  November 
2012 (i.e. an 'ad hoc' financial instrument for the Euro zone) or other innovative solutions 
enabling  an  effective  recovery  of  the  economy  and  a  significant  reduction  of 
unemployment.

The  networking  group  “New  Deal  for  Europe”  aims  to  launch  an  important 
political battle inside and outside the European Parliament to obtain a genuine 
“European  Plan”,  based  on  a  first  and  independent  European  capability  to 
finance its own development.


